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In "Monadic Computation and Iterative Algebraic Theories" by Calvin C. Elgot, 
the notion "iterative theory" (more fully, "ideal theory closed under conditional 
iteration") is introduced and applied to the study of computational processes. The 
main point of the present paper is to show the existence (in a constructive s nse) of 
free iterative theories. The main complication is the fact that in an iterative theory I 
the "iteration" operation is not defined for all elements of I. Were it not for this 
complication, the existence of free iterative theories would follow from general algebraic 
considerations (extended to many-sorted algebras). 
Actually we sketch two proofs of the existence of free iterative theories. One 
argument follows as much as possible general algebraic lines and is given a linguistic 
flavor in order to emphasize the concreteness of the ideas involved. The second 
argument depends upon "normal descriptions": a morphism in the free iterative 
theory being an equivalence class of normal descriptions. 
1. ~NTRODUCTION 
In [1] the notion "iterative theory" (more fully, "ideal theory closed under condi- 
tional iteration") is introduced and applied to the study of computational processes. 
In that discussion the notion "normal description" is introduced to play a role analogous 
to "(computer) program." The "meaning" I D[ of a normal description D over an 
iterative theory I is defined to be a certain element (morphism) in L For a suitable 
choice of / ,  D may be regarded as a "computational-process-description," while ]D I  
represents the computational process, or a property of the computational process, 
described by D. 
If "normal description" (over a suitable I) is analogous to "program," then a normal 
description D over the "algebraic theory F~" freely generated by F"  is analogous to 
"program scheme." Any assignment 7 ~-+ ~/, where ~, is in F and 7' is "ideal" in some 
iterative theory J, induces an assignment D ~ D', where D is a normal description over 
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/~3- and D' is a normal description over J. Thus every assignment to / "  determines 
a map D ~ I D' [ and we may define an equivalence relation ~-~ on the normal descrip- 
tions by the requirement: D 1 ~-~ D 2 iff [ D 1' [ = [D 2' [ for all assignments o F. The 
set ND(F~d -)of all "tack-ideal" normal descriptions over F~ z- may be equipped with a 
variety of operations compatible with ~-~ so that the set ND(ILq-)/~.~, consisting of all 
equivalence classes D/~.~, equipped with the induced operations, becomes an iterative 
theory containing an isomorphic opy of F J - ;  in fact, ND(F~-)/~-, is "freely generated" 
by F and extends F3-. Thus ND(Foq-)/~.~ may be regarded as consisting of a set of 
program schemes equipped with various operations and a "new" notion of "equality," 
viz. ~-~, which identifies two program schemes having the same meaning under all 
"interpretations," i.e., under all assignments o F. The construction which produces 
ND(Fg')/,'~ from /'~d- is applicable to any "ideal theory" I. The iterative theory 
ND(I)/~.~ produced may fail, however, to extend I. 
From a purely mathematical point of view, the main point of this paper is to show 
(in a constructive way) the existence of free iterative theories. The main complication 
is the fact that in an iterative theory I the "iteration" operation is not defined for all 
elements of I. Were it not for this complication, the existence of free iterative theories 
would follow from general algebraic onsiderations (extended to many-sorted algebras). 
Actually we sketch two proofs of the existence of free iterative theories. One 
argument follows as much as possible general algebraic lines and is given a linguistic 
flavor in order to emphasize the concreteness of the ideas involved. The second 
argument depends upon "normal descriptions" and was very briefly indicated above. 
This latter argument, while more special than the former one, is more closely con- 
nected to the application indicated. It is, perhaps, also crisper and neater. 
We take advantage of the linguistic view of the first argument to indicate a new proof 
of the existence of free algebraic theories. 
Some familiarity with [1] would greatly benefit the reader of this paper. 
2. ALGEBRAIC THEORIES 
The notion "algebraic theory" was introduced in [5]. Our treatment follows [1, 3]. 
A (nondegenerate) algebraic theory T may be described as consisting of sets T~.~, 
one for each ordered pair n, p of nonnegative integers, together with operations (2. l) 
subject o conditions (2.2). 
(2.1a) Composition. For each n, p, q, composition associates with x e Tn. ~ and 
y E T~.q, a unique element x 9 y e T~.q. (Sometimes x 9 y is written xy.) 
(2.1b) Source-tupling. For each n, p, source-tupling associates with xi e TI,~, 
ie  [n] = {1, 2 ..... n}, a unique morphism (xl, x~ .... , x~) e T~.~; in particular, i fn ~- 0, 
source-tupling produces an element 0~ ~ ( ) E To. ~ . 
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(2.1c) Base elements. For  each n there is given an injection [n] ~ 7"1. ~ . To  
avoid undue notation, the image of i e In] is written i e T1. ~ . The  elements i as well 
as the elements ( i l ,  i~ ,..., i~) e Tm.~, where i l ,  i2,..., i,,~ e In], are called base. The 
elements i e T1, ~ are also called distinguished. 
Condit ions (2.2) are 
(x "y) 9 z = x"  (y"  z), 
x " (1 ,2  ..... p) = x, 
i '  (x I .... , x , )  = ~r 
( l ' x ,  2 'x , . . . ,n -x )  =x,  
x e T , ,~,  y E T~,q, z e Tq,,,; (2.2a) 
x E Tn.v, 1, 2,..., p e TI,~; (2.2b) 
i E T 1 . . . .  X i e Tl,v; (2.2c) 
x e T,,.~, 1, 2,..., n ~ Tl.n; (2.2d) 
in particular, if n - -  0, (2.2d) asserts that 0~ = x. 
The family T - -  {Tn,~} may be treated as a category with objects [0], [1], [2],..., 
with T,~.~ the set of morphisms [n] ~ [p], enriched by operations (2.1b) and (2.1c); 
the identity In] --+ [n] in T is (1, 2,..., n), 1, 2 ..... n e Tl,n by virtue of (2.2b) to (2.2d). 
The data (2.1b) may be suppressed and be introduced by definition by (2.2c) and 
(2.2d). I t  suits our present purpose, however, to permit  the redundant data in order to 
emphasize the equational form the notion "algebraic theory" assumes. 
I f  x e Tn,~ and y e Tm.~, it is convenient o write (x, y) as an abbreviation for 
(1  " x,..., n 9 x, 1 "y ..... m 9 y), where 1,..., n e 7"1, n and 1 ..... m e T1. m . 
The algebraic theory P, where P~,~ is the set of all partial functions [n] ~ [p], 
where composit ion is ordinary composit ion of partial functions and where the distin- 
guished element i e P I . ,  is the function [1] -+  [n] whose value is i, plays a part icularly 
important role in our discussion. The theory P is ideal (notion introduced in [1]) in 
the sense that P is nondegenerate (i.e., P1,2 has at least two elements) and i fx  e Pl.n is 
not base then neither is x - y, where y e P~,~. The theory P may be characterized by 
the property that, for each n, PI.~ has exactly 1 + n elements. Indeed, if 0 e Pl,n is 
ideal, i.e., not base, then 0 9 x = 0, where x e Pn.~; also every x is the source-tuple 
(1 9 x, 2 9 x,..., n 9 x), where i - x is 0 or base. For  example (3, 0, 2) e Pa.~ and it 
corresponds to the partial function [3] -~  [4] which is defined on {1, 3} and 1 ~-~ 3, 
3 ~-~ 2. We remark incidentally that P may also be described as the algebraic theory 
freely generated by 0 e P1,0. 
I f  x e T~.~, where T is an ideal theory, we say x is ideal if i 9 x is ideal for each 
i e [n]. Thus  in P, x e P~,~ is ideal iff x = (0, 0,..., 0), i.e., x: [n] --+ [p] is the empty 
partial function. Th is  suggests still another characterization of P, viz. P is an ideal 
theory such that there is exactly one ideal element in Pn,~ for each n, p. 
Hereafter, we write "0"  in place of "(0, 0,..., 0)." Notice that the base elements in 
Pn.~ are the functions [n] --+ [p] (i.e., the total partial functions [n] ~ [p]) and that 
the empty partial function [n] ~ [p] is total iff n = 0. 
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The following proposition provides an idea for the "linguistic" construction of free 
iterative theories. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) An algebraic theory T is ideal if for each pair n, p there exists 
a map x e T~.9 ~ 2e  P,.~ satisfying 
x ~ 7"1. ~ is the distinguished morphismj ~ x~ PI.~ is the distinguished morphismj, 
(2.3a) 
x -y - -x 'y ,  xeT , ,v ,  y~T~,~,  (2.3b) 
(~11, x2 ..... x~) -- (xi,  2 3 ..... 2,), xi ~ TI,~. (2.3c) 
(b) I f  T is ideal then there is a unique map x ~-+ 2 satisfying (2.3). 
Proof. Suppose such a map exists and that x e 7'1. ~ is not base. Then by (2.3a), 
=-0e7"1.  9andforyeT~,q ,0  =x 'y  =x .ysothatx -y i snotbase .  Thus T i s  
ideal. The proof of (b) is equally simple. | 
(A map T~--~ x 'g T '  between ideal theories satisfying (2.3) is called an ideal theory- 
morphism. I f  T, T '  are algebraic theories and " -~"  is replaced in (2.3a) by "~"  we 
obtain the notion theory-morphism.) 
We note that in the above statement (2.3c) is redundant. 
An ideal theory I is closed with respect o conditionaliteration if for each ideal x ~ I~.,+~ 
there is a unique x*c I~,~ such that 
x* = x "(x*, 1~); (2.4a) 
here (x +, 1~) is an abbreviation for 
(1 9 x*, 2 .  x',..., n" x*, 1, 2 ..... p), (2.5) 
where 1, 2 ..... n ~/1. and 1, 2 ..... p e/1, ~ . In particular, P is closed with respect o 
conditional iteration. In fact, if 0 ~ Pn.~+~ then 0* = 0 6 P~,~. The uniqueness of x* 
may be restated as follows: 
z =x ' (z , l~ , )  ~z=x t, where ze I~.~.  (2.4b) 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE WORD STRUCTURE W 
We shall simultaneously construct pairwise disjoint sets Wn.~ of nonnull words, 
one for each pair n, p of nonnegative integers and maps Wn. ~ --+ Pn.~ depending upon 
a previously given sequence/" = (F0, / '1 ,-..) of pairwise disjoint sets of "generators." 
A word x ~ H~.~ will be called ideal iff its image 2 e P~.~ is ideal. The family 
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W == {W.,v} of sets W., ,  will be equipped with a structure "similar" to iterative 
theories. Explicitly, composition, source-tupling, distinguished elements, and iteration 
(applied only to ideal elements) are introduced into W. For each n, p, an equivalence 
will be introduced on W.,~ compatible with these operations which will make the 
quotient structure an iterative theory. This iterative theory is freely generated by F. 
The sets W~ . will be defined as the union of a sequence W (~ C Wm C W (2) C ." 
of sets of words. The "letters" of the words are drawn from the union (the "alphabet") 
of the pairwise disjoint sets 
I,~ for the distinguished elements ("injections") of Wl,n, 
K for composition, 
Z' for source-tupling, 
A for iteration (the dagger operation). 
We assume bijections given as follows where JU is the set of nonnegative integers: 
[n] -~  I,~ ; i ~ *i,,~, i e [n], 
~/V" •  • JV '~K;  n,p ,q~-~,%,p .q ;  
~A/" • .A/" ~ Z;  n, p.t-~ an. v ; 
.~" • ./V ?~ A ; n, p ~--* 8,~.p .
or  
o r  
DEFINITION (W (s) and W ~') -~ '~ P by induction on s). 
(3.1a) W I~ - I~u/ '~;  - ----- i, ~7 ~ 0; 1,n bi ,n 
W (s+') if and only if z e W (~) (3.1b) z~. .~,~ . .v,  
Z ~ g ' . ,~ ,~gxy  , where 
n>O;  
W(.~) [~V(S) x c .. ~,..,, y c .  ,,~.. for some m ~ JV', 
HT(s) where X i E , ,  1,P ' Z ~:  ~n, :pX lX2  "'" "u 
(in particular, when n = O, z = ao. v and ~ --  O, = 0), or 
= W (~) and 2 = Or z 6..vx, where X ~ ' 'n,n+p 
~=0.  
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In the above we have used juxtaposition to denote concatenation of words. The 
length, for example, of z = K~.~,qxy is 1 more than the sum of the lengths of x and y. 
The map W---~'~ P is well defined since each word in W is either in I ,  u F~ 
for some n or is expressible in exactly one way as a concatenation f words prefixed by 
an element of K w 27 u A. (See, e.g., [4, p. 154, Theorem 1].) 
We equip W with structure by making the following definitions: i ~ WI,~ is ~i.~; 
x 9 y = K,~,~,,qxy, where x e W, , , , ,  y ~ W~,~; (X 1 , X 2 , . . . ,  Xn) = ffn.5oXlX2 " ' '  Xn ,  where 
xi ~ W1,9; x* = 8,~..x, where x e I~V,,.~+~ and 2 = O. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FREE ITERATIVE THEORY FROM W 
Let ~-~ be the set of ordered pairs (x, y), x, y in W, such that "x = y"  is formally 
deducible from (2.2) with W in place of T, and the following rules: 
x = x, x ~ W,,.~; (4.1a) 
x- -  y 
x, y ~ Wn, ~ (4.1b) 
y- -x '  
(read: from "x y"  infer "y = x"); 
x =y,y  - - - z  
X~Z 
x ,y ,  ze  W n,~, ; (4.1c) 
x =y,  u = ~, 
, x, ycW,~.~, ,  
xi = Yi , i ~ [n] 
(~ ,  , x2  , . . . ,  x , , )  = (y l  , y~ . . . . .  y , )  ' 
x =y,  2=O =35 . 
X+ ~ yt  
x+ = x"  (x*, 1~), x e ~, . .+~,  
(here "(x*, I~)" abbreviates (2.5); 
U,V @ W~,q ; 






y = x . (y ,  1,,) 
y := X t 
where x ~ W~..+~, y ~ W,~.~, 2 0. (4.3b) 
By virtue of (4.1), ~ is an equivalence relation (actually one for each pair n, p). By 
virtue of (4.2), ~ is compatible with the operations on W. Since T =af  W/~,  (i.e., 
T,.~ =af  W,,,#~.~) satisfies (2.2) it is an algebraic theory. Moreover, one readily sees 
that W/,~ is ideal, since x ~-~y ~ 2 =35 is easily verifiable. It then follows by (4.3) 
that W/~ is an iterative theory. 
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If I is an ideal theory, there is by Proposition 2.1 a unique ideal theory-morphism 
t~: I -*  P. 
Now let J be any iterative theory and let f  assign to each element of 1"~ (for each n) 
an ideal element of J l . ,  9 Then there is a unique extension W-+0 j of 1"--~ J such 
that 
x is the distinguished element j ~ [p] ~ xg is the distinguished element j E [p]; 
(4.1a) 
(x  . y )g  = xg . yg,  x ~ Wn.~ , y E W~., ;  (4.1b) 
(x~, x., .... , x~)g ==- (xxg, x~g ..... x~g), x, E Wt.~; (4.1c) 
the triangle 
commutes and 
W g ~3 
P 
(4.2) 
(x~g) = (xg) t for x e W,.,+~, g = 0. (4.3) 
The existence of W ---~ J depends, again, on the fact that each word in 14/" is either 
in In u 1,,, for some n or is expressible in exactly one way as a concatenation of words 
prefixed by an element of K t3 X u A. 
The map W---~ 's J induces an equivalence .~g (one for each pair n, p) on W which 
contains ~-~. ("x ---'~y" means g takes x ,y  into the same element.) Thus, the map g 
ff I~-~. Moreover, it may be verified that if y, y' ~ Fn and y -% y' then factors through r, 
y ~ y'; i.e., the canonical map W--> ........ /~ W/--~ when restricted to P is injective (for 
each n). Thus: 
THEOREM 4.1. For am, map F - -~ J taking Y ~ FI.,~ into an ideal element of J l .~, 
there is a unique ideal theorv-morphism W/~-~ -_+I" j such that the diagram 
7~ ~7/ . .~  
I" ' , ,W/~ 
"NNN,~ J f ' (4.4) 
J 
commutes. Moreover, the map 1"-~'v/~ W/~-~ is injective (for each n, p). 
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We call the injection F . . . . . .  /~ W/~-, (together with the target) "the" iterative theory 
freely generated by 1". I f  F--~~ L, where L is an ideal theory and 0 is injective, if 
W/~- ___~h L is an ideal theory-isomorphism (so that L is iterative) and if the triangle 
F y; 
commutes, we say l ' -~~ is isomorphic to F- ;  ~''~/~ W/~--and ] ' -~~ is another 
"description" of "the" iterative theory freely generated by /'. One can, of course, 
choose a description F- ,~ of the free iterative theory in which 0 is inclusion. In this 
case we may fail to mention 0. Thus, in abbreviated iscourse, as in the Introduction, 
we may speak of "the iterative theory freely generated by F." Similar remarks apply to 
"the algebraic theory freely generated by / ' . "  
Making use of the existence (cf. [2, Corollary 14.6]) of an iterative theory M 
containing the free theory Fo ~', we can prove 
']'IIEOREM 4.2. The injection 1 ~ . . . . .  !~ S, where S is the subtheorv of W]~-~ generated 
b 3' F/~-,., is the algebraic theory freely generated by F. 
Proof. In (4.4) let J ~ ~ M and let f be inclusion. Then f '  restricted to S factors 
through/~3" and we obtain a unique theory-morphism S ~v/~,~ 1"#". There is also a 
unique theory-morphism/',Y- ---~'~/~ S by the freeness of F J ' .  Composing these two 
maps in both orders produces unique theory-morphisms S -~/~-~/~ S, F J "  --~'~v/',Y- 
which, therefore, are identities. It follows that the theory-morphism F,Y---~"~/~ S is 
an isomorphism. II 
We may restate Theorem 4.2 as: 
"lhtEOm.:~ 4.2'. The theorv-morphism F J - -~  ....... '~ IV/,-~ is injective. 
5. CONSTRUCTION FROM NORMAl. DESCRIPTIONS 
We shift notation and terminology (with one exception oted below) to conform to 
that in [1] on which we will draw. 
By a normal description D from [n] to [p] of weight s (written [n] -+~ [p], or, when 
the weight is unimportant [n] _~/3 [p] or D: [n]--+ [p]) over an arbitrary algebraic 
theory is meant a base morphism [n] --+8o [s + p] (the bind of D) together with an 
arbitrary morphism [s] _~-o [s + p] (the tack of D). 
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o [p] is tack-ideal iff the tack ~'D of D is If the algebraic theory is ideal, we say [n] ---%
ideal and say D is ideal iff, in addition, the bind of D factors through the weight, i.e., 
/30 = a @ 0~: [n] --~ Is] ___~1~| Is + p] for some (necessarily unique) base morphism 
[n] ---~ [s]. (In [1] "ideal D" means rD is ideal.) 
The following operations are defined (cf. [1, V]) on normal descriptions: 
D Composition takes [hi--% [p]---~ [q] into In] De ---~+, [q], 
D, [p], i E [2], into [n a + n2] __,.(DI.Dp [p], Source-pairing takes [ni]--+s sl+s ~ 
Iteration takes ideal [n] __%0 [n + p] into ideal In] ___~o* [p]. 
The operations of composition source-pairing and iteration preserve the property of 
being tack-ideal. 
If [n,] __+D, [p], i e  [3], we define (D1, Dz, D3) = ( (D l ,  De) , Dz), and similarly 
(D1, D2, D3, D4) ~- ((D~, D2, Da), D,), etc. (In fact by the Appendix ((Da, D2), D3) = 
(D~, (D2, D~)), but our argument ignores this fact.) 
Let ND(1) be the collection of all tack-ideal normal descriptions over I equipped 
with the above operations. We shall construct an equivalence ~ on ND(1) compatible 
with the operations uch that ND(1)/~ is an ideal theory closed under conditional 
iteration. 
Let J be an iterative theory. For a normal description D: In] --+ [p] in ND(J), there 
is a morphism [ D I = flD(~-D+, 1~): In]--+ [p] in J(cf. [1, V])such that 
[DEI = ID[ ]E I ,  where [n ]~[p]  e~[q];  (5.1a) 
[(DI, D2)[ = (] Da i, I D~ ]), where [ni] - -~  [p]; (5.1b) 
D 
!O*] = [D I +, where [n] , [n +p]  is ideal. (5.1c) 
If F: I--+I' is an ideal theory-morphism, F induces a map F: ND(I) --,. ND(I') 
which takes D: [n] ~ [p] in ND(I) into DF: [n] --> [p] in ND(I') as follows: 
/~DF = f lD,  "rDF = ~'D F- 
D+F = (DF)+, 
The following facts concerning F: ND(I) ~ ND(I') follow readily from the definitions 
involved: 
(DE)F (DF)(EF), where [n] D [p] E = , , [q]; (5.2a) 
(D1, D2) F = (D,F, D~F), where [n~] o ,  [p]; (5.2b) 
where In] D ~ [n + p] is ideal. (5.2c) 
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Let F: I -~  J be an ideal theory-morphism, where I is an ideal theory and J is an 
iterative theor T. We define F*: ND(1) --* J by DF* = DF 1. It follows immediately 
from (5.1) and (5.2) that 
(DE) F* := (DF*)(EF*), where 
(D 1 , D.,) F* -- (D~F '~, D.,F*), where 
D 'F*  = (DF*)*, where 
[n] I~  [p] ~ [q]; (5.3a) 
Di  
[ni] , [p]; (5.3b) 
D 
[n] , [n -- p] is ideal. (5.4) 
DEFINITION. Let D, D':  [n] ~ [p] be in ND(I). We define D ~ D' iff for every 
iterative theory J and every ideal theory-morphism F: 1 ~ J we have DF* -- D'F*.  
It is immediate that ~ is an equivalence relation (one for each pair n, p) and from 
(5.3) and (5.4) we obtain 
O ,'.,, D', E ~ E' ::> DE ,--., D'E', where [n] o,D~ [p] E,E" , [q], (5.5a) 
t ~ D i ,D i '  
D~ ,~ Da, D 2 ~ D,'  :> (D, ,  D2) -~ (D, ,  D 2 ), where [n,] . . . . . . . .  [p], (5.5b) 
D ~-- D' -> D'  ,~ D",  where [n] D,D~ [n '-:- p] are ideal. (5.5c) 
Thus the operations defined on ND(I )  are compatible with ,-~. 
I f  [n] --~ [p] is a base morphism in I, we denote by In] ___%B [p] the normal description 
of weight 0 whose bind is fl and whose tack is 0, . With F: 1--* J as above, we have 
flF* = fl; in particular, if/3: [i] @ [n], then iF* =. i, (5.6) 
and 
D in ND(1) is ideal iff DF* is; if D is ideal and D ,~ D', then D' is ideal. (5.7) 
Since the distinguished morphisms [1] ___~l [2] and [1] ___,2 [2] are distinct in P, we 
have 
the normal descriptions [1] ~ [2], [1] 2 ,  0 o [2] are not ,~-related. (5.8) 
We now obtain from (5.3) and (5.6) for normal descriptions in ND(I): 
(DE)F~,D(EF) ,  where [n] n [p] E [q]. {-[+[r]; (5.9a) 
D ~ (1D, 2D ..... nD), where [n] ~-  [p]; (5.9b) 
in particular, if n =: 0, we understand (ID, 2D,..., nD) to be 0,~, i.e., the normal 
description [0] - ,% [p]; 
i (D , ,D  2 ..... D,~).'~Di, where [l] DL*[p], ie[n].  (5.9c) 
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From (5.9), ND(I ) /~ is an algebraic theory which, by (5.8), is nondegenerate and 
by (5.7) is ideal. It  remains to show that ND(I)/~.~ is iterative. 
To this end we note, where [n] __+D [n q- p] is ideal, D t ~ D(D*, 1~) by (5.3), (5.4), 
and (5.6). Now suppose E ~-~ D(E, 1~) where [n] __+E [p]. Then for all ideal theory- 
morphisms F: I - -~ J, we have by (5.3) and (5.6) that EF* = DF* 9 (EF*, 1~) so that 
EF* ~- (DF*) ~ and by (5.4) EF* = D~F * and so E ~-~ D t. 
It follows that 
ND(I) /~ is an iterative theory. (5.10) 
6. THE THEOREM FROM NORMAL DESCRIPTIONS 
In preparation for defining a canonical map I--+ v ND(I)/~, we note that if 
In] --+~ [p] is a normal description over any algebraic theory where/3 0 = 1 n O 0" 
and ~'D --- f(0n C~) 1~) and [hi --+: [p] is any morphism, a simple calculation shows 
that I D I makes sense and ] D I = f. In case n ~- 1 and the algebraic theory is ideal 
then rD is ideal; i.e., D is tack-ideal i f f f is ideal. For this reason we define for [1] --+: [p] 
ideal in the ideal theory I, fD  in ND(I) to be the D above, while i f f i s  the distinguished 
morphism j, we define fD  in ND(I) to be the normal description [1] --~ [p] and note 
fDF*  ~ fF ,  where [1] ~f~ [p] is in the ideal theory I and I F ,  j 
is an ideal theory-morphism, J being iterative. (6.1) 
We now define I ~ ND(I)/~.~ as follows. For morphisms [1] ---~: [p] in I, fv z fD/,~. 
The definition is completed by the requirement that sourcetupling be preserved. 
I -~ ND(I ) /~ is an ideal theory-morphism. (6.2) 
Proof. Since the distinguished morphism [1] ---~J [p] is clearly preserved by v and 
the ideal property is preserved, it remains only to show composition is preserved. I t  
is sufficient o show for morphisms [1] -+: [p] --~g [q] in I, (fg)v ~ fv "gv. Thus we 
must show that 
(fg)D ~fD 9 ((lg)D, (2g)D,..., (pg)D). 
But this follows immediately from (6.1) and (5.3). | 
Before stating the theorem we note that an ideal theory-morphism between iterative 
theories preserves iteration. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let I be an ideal theory. Let I--~ v ND( I ) /~ be the ideal theory- 
morphism defined above and let J be any iterative theory. Then for any ideal theory 
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morphism F: I--> J, there is a unique ideal theory-morphism F': ND( I ) /~ ~ J such that 
the diagram 
I 71 
9 , ND(1) I~  
d 
commutes, i.e., vF' = F. 
Proof. Suppose that F: I--> J is an ideal theory-morphism. Define F': ND(I)/,~--+ f 
by D/,~-+ F" DF*. This is well defined, since D ~ D'=> DF*= D'F*; further, 
jF '  = j for the distinguished morphism [1] _+5 [p] in ND(I)/,~ and the ideal property 
is preserved. From (5.3) it follows then that F' is an ideal theory-morphism. For 
[1] _+s [p] in I we have fvF' = (fD/~-~)F' - - fDF*  =fF  by (6.1). Thus vF' and F 
agree on scalar morphisms in L Since v, F' and F all preserve source-tupling, it follows 
that vF' ~ F. The uniqueness of F' follows from the fact that if [n] _+D [p] is in 
ND(I) and has bind fl and tack ~- then D ~-, fl((rD)*, 1~), ~'D/~-~ is in the image of v and 
F' preserves 1"- | 
COROLLARY 6.2. I f  the ideal theory I is a subtheory of the iterative theory J, then the 
canonical map I __.v ND( I ) /~ is injective (for each pair n, p). 
Proof. Let F: I -~  Jbe  inclusion. Since F = vF', v must be injective. I 
By taking I in Theorem 6.1 to be/ 'Y ,  it follows that 
0 yH'-'yl~ 
F 9 > ND(F3-)/~.~ and I ~ > W/~-~ 
(of Theorem 4.1) are isomorphic, where 0 is the restriction of FJ"--+" ND( I ' J - ) /~ 
to F. 
7. OPEN PROBLEM 
Call an ideal theorylpotentially iterative iffthe equation ~ = f(~:, 1~) in ~: [n] --+ [p], 
where f :  [n] ~ [n + p] is ideal, has at most one solution in L We know of the existence 
of non-potentially-iterative ideal theories. For such theories v is clearly noninjective. 
QUESTION. If I is potentially iterative, is the map v: I--+ ND(I)/~.~ injective ?
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APPENDIX 
For possible future use we give below a proof that source-pairing of normal descrip- 
tions is associative. For this purpose, it is convenient to have a direct definition of 
source-pairing ( iven below) rather than the indirect one given in [1, V5]. 
Given normal descriptions In] - -~ [p] and [q] --+~ [p], we define [n + q] __~D.E) ~+~ [P] 
by 
~.~ = (/3~(i~ | ol | 1~),/3~(0~ | h+~)), 
~ ,~ - (~( l  ~ | o~ @ l.), ~(0~ | 1~+.)). 
THEOREM. 
Proof. 
C=C' .  
Let D, E be as above, and let F : [m] ---~r [P]- Then ( ( D , E), F) = ( D , ( E, F) ). 
Let A = (D, E), B = (E,F), C ~ (A,F), C' = (D, B). We must show 
3~ = (t3.,,(l~+, | o~. | 1.), ~Ao~+~ | L.+~,)), 
tic' -- (flD(l~ @ 0t+r @ 1~o), f38(Os @ l~+r+.)), 
flA = (flD(l~ @ 0t @ 1~), flE(0~ @ 1,+,)), 
fib = (flE(lt @ 0r @ 1,), fly(01 @ lr+.)). 
(i) /3A(1 ~+, @ 0~ @ 1.) 
~--= (3,,:,(1 ~ | o, | 1~,)(1.,+, | o,. | 1,), 3E(o~ | 1~+~,)(1,+~ | o,. | 1,)) 
= (3~,(l~ | o~+,. | 1~), 3,~.(o.,~ | 11 @ or | 1~)), 
(ii) flB(0~ @ l,+,.+~o) 
= (3~.(1, @ 0.r | 1,)(0.~ q) l~+,.+~,), 3~(0, | 1,.+,)(0, | 1,,.+~)) 
-- (fle(0~ @ 1, @ 0,. @ 1.), flF(0.~+l @ 1~+~)). 
Using (i) and (ii) and the associativity of source-pairing [1, II, 5.1], it follows that 
3c = 3c,. 
The same argument, with ~- substituted for 3, shows ~c = ~'c'. Hence C = C'. | 
It remains to observe that the definition above of (D, E) agrees with that given in 
[1, VS]. To this end, where [q] -~  [r] is a normal description, define [n + q] ___~D| 
[p + r] byD @ G = (D(1, @ 0r), G(O, @ lr)). 
Then straightforward calculations show that 
(D, E) = (D @ lq)(l~, E), 
D @ lq = (1~ @0~, @ 1,)(D(I~ @ 0~,), 1~o+,,), 
(1. ,  E) = (0a @ 1., lq @ 0.)(E, 1~), 
from which it follows that the two definitions of (D, E) agree. 
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